Dear Friends and Supporters of the CRC,

YOU WILL MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!
WE'LL SEE YOU AT THE COMMUNITY MEETING THIS THURSDAY
The Community Meeting on the Hidden Quarry is just a few days away. This note will remind
you that it is on Thursday (February 26) at the welcoming Eden Mills Community Hall, 108
York Street, Eden Mills.
We thought we'd let you know that the doors to the Eden Mills Hall will open at 6:30, half an
hour before the meeting officially begins at 7.
Why not take the opportunity to beat the rush and:









Have a coffee (thanks to Macdonalds!) and a cookie (thanks to MacMillan's!)
Update your membership,
Ask questions of your CRC Board members,
Meet Alix Mabee, the friendly CRC Coordinator of Volunteers,
Spend a few minutes looking at the maps which detail the potential impact of the
Hidden Quarry (One instructive map is attached.)
Or the 2‐year history of CRC in newspaper clippings,
Talk to Quentin Johnson about making a donation or
Catch up with your neighbours, friends and local politicians.

YOU DID MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!
Thanks for coming! Last Monday when Perry Groskopf and Bill Hill, our very own mining
engineer, made his second major presentation to GET Council on the gaps in JDCL's blasting
analysis, many of you were there. In fact, knowing that CRC is on the case, the Township had
set out more chairs than usual, and they were well filled by CRC supporters, who gave Bill lots
of well deserved applause after his excellent presentation. Council knows that we are
concerned, but we must take nothing for granted.

HALTON HILLS AND MILTON ARE MAKING A DIFFERENCE!
Both Milton and Halton Hills have sent response letters to JDCL and MNRF stating that they
are maintaining their positions of objection in spite of JDCL's assumption in his
correspondence with them that there are no unresolved issues. Neither Halton Hills nor Milton
were able to give approvals since they had neither received nor reviewed the Haul Route
Study. Milton also stated that issues relating to natural environment, water and non‐payment
of fees by JDCL are not resolved. See attached correspondence.
See you all on Thursday!!
Your neighbour,
Linda Sword

